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Let’s play a game!

Try to find me 4 more
times in this issue!

3
2
Look at these two pictures.
Find eight things that are different.

1
Help the ground squirrel
find its way home.
ILLUSTRATION BY GALIA BERNSTEIN

“Animal Fun” Answers, pages 24–25

RangerRick.org/fruit-butterfly
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Fresh fruit
makes this
butterfly
a sweet
summer treat!
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Use a QR reader
to see more photos
and drawings online.

Occasionally, we make our subscriber list available to carefully screened organizations
whose goals and programs might interest you. (We do not release children’s names.)
If you would like to be excluded from this service, please write: Ranger Rick Jr.;
PO Box 3056; Harlan, IA 51593-0120.

PHOTO BY JEAN-LOUIS KLEIN & MARIE-LUCE HUBERT
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Include your name, address,
and age on the back of
your drawing or photo.
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POSTMASTER: Send address changes to: Ranger Rick Jr.; PO Box 3056; Harlan, IA
51593-0120.

Answer to Back Cover Question:

Submit your drawings
and photos online at
RangerRick.org/rickysmail.

TO SUBSCRIBE: Rates are $24.95 (10 ISSUES). Add $15 for an address
outside the U.S. Send check or money order to Ranger Rick Jr.; PO Box 3056;
Harlan, IA 51593-0120 or call 1-800-611-1599.

There are baby animals on seven pages.
See cover; pages 9, 10, 11, 22, 24; and poster.
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ON THE COVER

An arctic fox kit grows up quickly over the summer.
Turn to page 6 to see what life is like
in the Arctic at this time of year.

Have you outgrown
this magazine?
Switch to Ranger Rick.
Call 1-800-611-1599.
1
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BEAVER
BEE
HUMMINGBIRD

TIGER
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is called

a lodge.

The bee hummingbird
is not much bigger
than a bumblebee.

SEA OTTERS

A tiger p
ulls in its
claws
when it w
alks.
PHOTOS PROVIDED
BY MINDEN PICTURES
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TIGER: ANDY ROUSE / NPL
MOSQUITO: MITSUHIKO IMAMORI >
SEA OTTERS: MARK NEWMAN / FLPA
BEAVER: DONALD M. JONES
BEE HUMMINGBIRD: KEVIN ELSBY / FLPA
OKAPIS: JURGEN & CHRISTINE SOHNS / FLPA >

Sea otters hold paws when they
sleep so they don’t drift apart.
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Let’s Read
DENNIS FAST / VWPICS /
ALAMY STOCK PHOTO

Arctic Summer
The Arctic is a cold and snowy
place most of the year.

In the summer—when the sun never sets—
something almost magical happens.

Ice melts,
and flowers
bloom.

North
Pole

The Arctic is the area
at the top of the world.
66

Polar Bear
7

Winter

STEFAN WACKERHAGEN /
IMAGEBROKER / BIOSPHOTO

Animals that
sleep during
the winter
wake up.

Some
animals
change
color.
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Look at the ptarmigan.
Its feathers change from
white to brown to match
the changing landscape.
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Say
TAR-muh-gun!

Summer

MATTHIAS BREITER / MINDEN PICTURES

An arctic ground squirrel leaves
its burrow and looks for food to eat.
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DAVID WILLIAMS / BIRDIMAGENCY

Arctic Terns
Caribou

Baby
animals are
everywhere.

DOUG LINDSTRAND / DESIGN PICS / ALAMY >

Polar Bears

JEAN-LOUIS KLEIN & MARIE-LUCE HUBERT

Baby animals
grow up quickly
in the Arctic.
Soon the long,
cold arctic winter
will return.
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Musk Oxen

ROIE GALITZ

What’s your favorite
arctic animal?
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Pond Surprises
STORY BY KATHY KRANKING

÷ ILLUSTRATIONS BY CHRISTIAN SLADE

It was a super-hot summer day. Ricky
Raccoon, Flora Skunk, and Flora’s little
brother Sammy were trying to cool off
with popsicles.
“My popsicle is melting!” Ricky said.
He licked the cherry drips off his paw.
“Mine is, too!” said Sammy.
“We need another way to cool off,”
said Flora. “I have an idea. Let’s go
visit Bizzie Beaver at Shady Pond.”

12

“Yay!” said Sammy. “We can go
swimming!”
“That sounds great!” said Ricky,
finishing the last of his drippy popsicle.
“Let’s go!”
The three friends headed toward Shady
Pond. Soon they could see it shining in
the hot sun. Something appeared to be
floating in the middle of the pond.

“Is that a log?” asked Sammy, squinting
to see.

“You can say that again,” said Flora, as
she floated nearby.

As they got closer, Flora realized that
it wasn’t a log at all. “It’s Bizzie!” Flora
said with a laugh. Sure enough, Bizzie
was floating on his back in the water.

“This was a good idea!” Sammy said
again with a giggle.

“Hi, guys,” Bizzie said. “Come on in.
The water feels great.”
He didn’t have to ask twice! Ricky,
Flora, and Sammy ran over and
splashed right in.
“Ah,” said Ricky, feeling the cool water.
Sammy dog-paddled up to him. “This
was a good idea!” he said.

Bizzie grinned. “It’s pretty nice having
the pond as my front yard,” he said.
“Sometimes I even like to jump off the
top of my lodge into the water. It’s fun.”
“Let’s do it!” said Ricky.
Just then, Flora gave a squeal. “Hey,
something pulled my tail!” she said.
In another second, Sammy popped up
from underwater, laughing. “Gotcha!”
he said.
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Flora pointed toward the edge of the
pond. “Hey! Something just popped up
over there,” she said.
Swimming along the surface was
something brown and furry. As the
gang watched, another furry brown
thing popped up.
“Those animals look kind of like
beavers,” said Ricky.
“But they’re smaller than beavers,”
said Flora.
“I know, I know,” said Sammy. “They
are baby beavers!”
Bizzie was still smiling.

“Very funny,” said Flora.
“Come on, Sammy,” said Ricky, “we’re
going to jump off Bizzie’s lodge.”
The friends splashed their way toward
Bizzie’s home made out of sticks. Ricky
climbed up, then turned and yelled
“Cowabunga!” as he jumped in. The
others were right behind him, leaping
off the lodge into the water.
“I told you it was fun!” said Bizzie.
As they floated, Flora suddenly jumped.
“Sammy, quit touching me,” she said.
“It’s not funny.”

“It wasn’t me,” said Sammy. “I’m not
anywhere near you.”

When the two animals crawled out
of the water, the gang could see them
more clearly. They did look like small
beavers, but they each had a long tail
instead of a flat, paddle-shaped tail.

“I guess they aren’t beavers,” said Ricky.
“Their tails are different.”
Finally, Sammy noticed that Bizzie
was smiling. “What’s so funny, Bizzie?”
asked Sammy.
“Well,” said Bizzie, “when Flora and
Ricky felt something swimming past
them underwater, I figured it was those
frisky muskrats!”
The friends watched as the two
muskrats playfully chased each other
along the shore.
“So, it was just muskrats,” said Ricky.
“Yep,” said Bizzie with a grin. “It wasn’t
Sammy being silly. It wasn’t baby
beavers. And it sure wasn’t a shark!
It was just my muskrat neighbors!”

“Well, if it wasn’t you, what was it?”
asked Flora.
Then Ricky jumped. “I just felt
something swim past me!” he said.
Sammy’s eyes grew wide. “Oh, no!”
he shouted. “What if it’s a shark?” He
hurried over to Flora and clung to her.
“Sammy,” said Ricky, “don’t worry. There
are no sharks in Shady Pond.”
No one noticed that Bizzie was smiling.
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Fishing
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KINGFISHERS
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Let’s Read
PHOTOS BY
CORNÉ VAN OOSTERHOUT

Kingfishers can’t read.
But when it comes
to catching fish,
these birds
wrote the book.

Turn the page
to see how
a kingfisher
catches a fish.

GO
FISH!

1
The kingfisher gets
to work. He perches
above a stream and
looks for fish.

2
The bird dives into
the water when he
sees a fish.

Watch it!
Male kingfishers bring females fish
to show them that they like them.
18
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The kingfisher
grabs the fish
with his bill.

YoU!

5

4

The kingfisher gives
the fish to the female
he likes. Job well done!

Then he flaps his wings
and rockets through
the water’s surface.
¡Hola!

Read the story in Spanish.
RangerRick.org/KingfishersSP
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Ever
WONDER
WONDER
WONDER
What is a group
of lions called?

?

ILLUSTRATION BY
VIRGINIA GREENE

June 2021
Summer
Floats
Bonnie and Chester were swimming
in a pond one beautiful summer day.
I wish I had
something to float on.

Lions live in groups called prides.
Every pride has a few female lions
and their cubs, as well as at least
one adult male lion.

This is perfect.
Thanks, Chester.

Try this,
Bonnie.

But I don’t see any
more logs.

22
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Female lions are called
lionesses. They do most of
the hunting for the pride.

The float I want needs
ice cream and root beer.

I could use
a float, too.

Sorry, Chester.
You can’t have a root beer
float while we are swimming.

THE END
ILLUSTRATIONS BY PARKER JACOBS

ILLUSTRATION BY GALIA BERNSTEIN

Help the ground squirrel
find its way home.
Look at these two pictures.
Find eight things that are different.

1

2

3

4

5
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We live in or near a …

LAKE

A lake is a body of water surrounded by land.
The water in most lakes isn’t salty the way ocean water is.

I live in a lake, too.
Guess who I am.
My favorite

1 food is fish.

2
Fish swims

through the water.

My body is
covered with feathers.

Bullfrog croaks
to other frogs.

Beaver chops down
a tree with its teeth.

3
I like to float
on the water.
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ILLUSTRATIONS BY ALEXANDER VIDAL

Turn the page to see who I am.

BABY
ON
BOARD

A baby duck catches
a ride on Mom’s back.

MERGANSER BY
ALFRED TRUNK / BIA /
MINDEN PICTURES

LAKE ANIMALS

FISH

BULLFROG

BEAVER

DUCK

LOOK INSIDE

DAVID FLEETHAM / NATUREPL

How many pages have
baby animals on them?

What can
an octopus
do as it

s wims?

Watch

RangerRick.org/OctopusSwims

